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Many types of membrane receptors are found to be organized as clusters on the cell surface. We investigate the potential effect of such receptor clustering on the intracellular signal transduction stage. We consider a canonical pathway with a membrane receptor (R) activating a membrane-bound intracellular relay protein (G). We use Monte Carlo simulations to recreate biochemical reactions using different receptor spatial distributions and explore the dynamics of the signal transduction. Results show that activation of G by R is severely impaired by R clustering, leading to an apparent blunted biological effect compared to control. Paradoxically, this clustering decreases the half maximal effective dose (ED50) of the transduction stage increasing the apparent affinity. We study an example of inter-receptor interaction in order to account for possible compensatory effects of clustering and observed the parameter range in which such interactions slightly counterbalance the loss of activation of G. The membrane receptors spatial distribution affects the internal stages of signal amplification, suggesting a functional role for membrane domains and receptor clustering independently of proximity-induced receptor-receptor interactions.

I. INTRODUCTION

Signalling is the process by which a external chemical signal is perceived by the cell via membrane proteins called receptors. These receptors when activated trigger a biochemical cascade inside the cell. Two important families of signalling systems are associated with two particular type of receptors: the Receptor Tyrosine Kinase (RTK) \cite{1} and the G-protein coupled receptor (GPCR) \cite{2,3}. Both systems share the same common functional features. In both cases, membrane receptors, once activated by an external ligand molecule, acquire the ability to activate directly several intracellular membrane-bound proteins that relay the signal further into the cytoplasm.

Contemporary cell biology acknowledges that, among other membrane components, receptors of different signalling pathways are not homogeneously dispatched on the membrane but are oftentimes organized in clusters \cite{4–8}, possibly due to the structuration of the membrane in lipid rafts and caveolae \cite{9–11}. According to several recent works, receptor clustering seems to play a important role in cell signalling, and influences regulatory processes such as bacteria chemical sensitivity, chemotaxis, or G-protein signalling \cite{12–14}. Literature however does not come to a consensus regarding the effect of clustering on receptor-ligand binding dynamics and afterwards cell response. When receptors are packed together, signal-enhancing phenomena can occur, such as ligand receptor switching \cite{15}, or improved ligand-receptor and receptor-effector encounter probabilities \cite{16–18}. Within the context of diffusion-limited reactions, Goldstein \cite{19} argues that clustering reduces the ligand-receptor binding forward rate constant whereas Gopalakrishnan \cite{17} proposes that clustering increases the ligand-receptor rebinding probability, and thus the cell response. However, in a previous work using individual based-model, we showed that receptor clustering induces an attenuating effect on ligand-receptor binding and leads to a decreased apparent receptor affinity \cite{20,21}, in agreement with a recent study \cite{22}. However, the step further: the effect of clustering on signal transduction at equilibrium, directly downstream of the reception stage, remains relatively unexplored.

In this work, we determine the impact of heterogeneous (and correlated) spatial receptors distributions on the dynamics of a simple canonical pathway at the transduction stage. Since such dynamics are generally studied using mean-field models articulating averaged densities of molecules using the law of mass action, it rests on the well-mixed assumption \cite{23,24}. This approach is not directly applicable when considering clustering which, by definition, imposes heterogeneous receptor distributions. We propose a simple individual-based computational model to explore the dynamics of a canonical signal transduction stage between a receptor R and its downstream membrane-bound protein substrate G, akin to RTK and GPCR signalling systems. This computational framework allows for the simulation of transduction by heterogeneously distributed receptors, reproducing spatial distributions on the membrane observed in living cells.
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II. MODELS

We consider a canonical transduction pathway, described by the following reactions:

\[ R \xrightarrow{k_{+c}} C \]

(1)

\[ C + G \xrightarrow{ck_{+h}} C + H \]

(2)

where \( G \) is a deactivated intracellular relay protein and \( H \) its activated form. The activation of \( G \) is induced by an activated receptor \( C \) whereas \( R \) is its deactivated form.

In this simple model, receptor activation/deactivation is performed by an implicit ligand at constant rates \( k_{+c} \) and \( k_{-c} \) respectively. This means that the model only considers the phosphorylation state of the receptor intracellular subunit, regardless of possible cooperation mechanisms due to the dimeric structure of the receptor [25, 26]. The response is evaluated by measuring the number of activated \( G \) molecules (\( H \)). \( G \) molecules activation follows a “hit and run” scheme, meaning that a \( G \) molecule is activated by an activated receptor \( C \) to become a activated molecule \( H \), so the forward reaction rate depends on \( c k_{+h} \). \( H \) molecules deactivation, on the other hand, is assumed to be spontaneous (phosphatases are excluded from the model), so the backward reaction rate only depends on \( k_{-h} \).

A. ODE for transduction dynamics at equilibrium

The reaction set can be expressed as a system of ODE describing the evolution of the amounts of species (denominated as lowercase letters) using the law of mass action [23, 26, 27]. The equilibrium of such system yielding \( c^\star \) of the number of activated receptor \( c \) to the total receptor number \( r_0 = r + c \) is well known

\[ c^\star = \frac{c}{r_0} = \frac{k_{+c}}{k_{-c} + k_{+c}} = \frac{\rho}{1 + \rho} \]

(3)

with \( \rho = \frac{k_{+c}}{k_{-c}} \).

The ratio \( \rho \) thus represents the implicit ligand stimulus applied to the system.

Activation of \( G \) molecules occurs at a rate proportional to \( k_{+h} c \), and deactivation at a constant rate \( k_{-h} \). The fraction of activated \( h^\star \) (ratio of \( h \) to \( g_0 = g + h \)) is at equilibrium

\[ h^\star = \frac{h}{g_0} = \frac{r_0}{r_0 + (1 + \frac{1}{\rho}) \kappa} \]

(4)

with \( \kappa = \frac{k_{-h}}{k_{+h}} \).

Both Eq. (3) and (4) exhibit several measurable values that relates to dose-responses curves. First let’s rewrite Eq. 4 as

\[ h^\star = \frac{r_0}{r_0 + \kappa \rho (\kappa + r_0)} \]

(5)

which expresses another Michaelian-like equation but with a new saturation plateau \( h^\star_{\text{max}} \) – whenever \( \rho \to \infty \) – and the half maximal efficient ligand stimulation (often referred to as the ED50) which is in our case the ratio \( \rho_{50} \) that generates half of the maximal \( G \) activation – namely \( h^\star_{\text{max}}/2 \). Assuming we can measure both values from dose-responses, we can extract an equation for the reaction affinity \( \kappa \) derived from either the maximal \( G \) activation

\[ \kappa_{\text{hmax}} = r_0 (1/h^\star_{\text{max}} - 1) \]

(6)

This relation is obtained from Eq. 5 by letting \( \rho \to \infty \) and rearranging to obtain \( \kappa \) from \( h^\star_{\text{max}} \). The other options is by measuring \( \rho_{50} \) the value of \( \rho \) that yields \( h^\star_{\text{max}}/2 \) that is

\[ \rho_{50} = \frac{\kappa}{\kappa + r_0} \]

(7)

and with rearranging yields

\[ \kappa_{\rho_{50}} = \frac{\rho_{50} r_0}{1 - \rho_{50}} \]

(8)

Note that both \( \kappa \) should be equal provided that the reaction dynamics obeys Eq. 4. Please also note that, in both cases, the greater the \( \kappa \), the more ligand stimulation needed to generate a given response, so the parameter \( \kappa \) is inversely proportional to the transduction reaction affinity.

Since ODE model is non-spatial it does not take into account receptor clustering. However, we will compare the theoretical dynamics of a well mixed transduction pathway with the ones obtained in simulation for heterogeneous receptors distributions which should coincide.

B. Monte Carlo microscopic lattice model

We developed a computational model that recreates the canonical transduction pathway described above, using a classical Monte Carlo microscopic lattice framework. The membrane is modelled as a 2D square lattice with periodic boundary conditions. We will assume that receptors are fixed at specific discrete locations on the lattice and do not impair the diffusion of \( G \) molecules. Receptors are set at the start of the simulation either uniformly (homogeneous distribution), or arranged in hexagonal clusters located randomly on the lattice (clustering). Additionally, crowding is ignored – several \( G \) molecules can reside on the same lattice at any given time step, but not receptors. These assumptions are imposed in order
to restrict the study of receptor clustering to the effect of spatial correlation only, and avoid the interference of steric hindrance aspects such as macromolecular crowding and fractal diffusion [28, 29] in the observed effect of clustering.

The diffusion is a discrete-time random walk on the lattice. Within the Monte Carlo stochastic simulation framework, each G or H molecule has a probability \( p_D \) to jump to each of the four adjacent lattice node, and conversely a probability \( 1-4p_D \) to stay on its current lattice cell, at any time step. We set \( p_D = 1/4 \), which gives a simulated macroscopic diffusion coefficient \( D = \frac{l^2}{4\Delta t} \) depending on the lattice spacing \( l \) and time step \( \Delta t \).

A bimolecular reaction defined by a macroscopic rate \( k \) expressed in \( \text{M}^{-1}\text{s}^{-1} \) (such as \( C + G \xrightarrow{k_{+h}} C + H \)) must be converted into a dimensionless probability \( p \) of reaction whenever two potentially interacting molecules are on the same lattice cell during a given time step. The scaling from \( k \) to \( p \) is defined following the expression [30]:

\[
p = \frac{k\Delta t}{AV_n} \tag{9}
\]

where \( A \) is Avogadro’s number, \( V_n \) is the volume of a lattice node. The lattice spacing \( l \) and the time step \( \Delta t \) therefore define the range of macroscopic reaction rates that can be simulated, so that \( p \leq 1 \). For unimolecular reactions (such as \( H \xrightarrow{k_{-h}} G \)), the macroscopic reaction rate \( k \) expressed in \( \text{s}^{-1} \) is converted to a dimensionless probability \( p \) following the expression \( p = k\Delta t \). Unimolecular reaction such as spontaneous receptor activation / deactivation, and H molecule deactivation, occur independently of the molecule position. Notably, although receptors are correlated in space, their activation is a stochastic process independent of their position or their neighborhood.

A simulation using an homogeneous receptor repartition should yield doses-responses curves following Eq. 3 and Eq. 4. The effects of clustering can then be measured by positioning adequately receptors and relaunch the simulations with identical parameters.

### III. RESULTS

Parameters were defined considering a typical eu-karyotic cell of radius 10 \( \mu \)m (\( \sim 1.2 \times 10^6 \mu \text{m}^2 \)) with \( 10^4 \) receptors (yielding a concentration of 8 receptors per \( \mu \text{m}^2 \)) [23], and 20 times more intracellular signalling relay proteins, consistent with typical signalling systems such as the insulin pathway [26] or the \( \beta \)-adrenergic pathway [31]. Taking a smaller membrane patch of 800x800 2D-lattice, with a spacing \( l = 10 \mu \)m close to the typical membrane receptor diameter [32, 33], which gives \( r_0 \sim 512 \) receptors – converted down to \( r_0 = 500 \) for simplicity – and \( g_0 = 10^4 \) G molecules.

With \( \Delta t = 10^{-6}s \) and \( l = 10\mu \)m, we obtain a diffusion coefficient \( D = 2.5 \times 10^{-7}\text{cm}^2\text{s}^{-1} \) consistent with the fastest diffusion regime for GPI-anchored proteins on the membrane [34, 35].

Receptor activation and deactivation occur for each individual receptor at each time step with the respective probabilities \( p_{+c} \) and \( p_{-c} \). Dose-responses curves were obtained by simulating different levels of ligand stimulation \( \rho = p_{+c}/p_{-c} \), reproduced by varying the parameter \( p_{-c} \) and using a fixed value for \( p_{+c} = 10^{-2} \). The higher the value of the parameter \( \rho \), the higher the average number of activated receptors at equilibrium. These parameters were used for each simulation used in this work. The opposite approach for varying \( \rho \), that is changing \( p_{+c} \) with a fixed value for \( p_{-c} \), was also tested and led to identical results (data not shown).

The rate \( k_{+h} \) for the reaction \( C + G \rightarrow C + H \) was defined so activation of G is in the reaction-limited regime to limit the effect of diffusion on the reaction rates. The transport rate \( k_t \) of a G molecule to a C molecule was calculated as \( k_t = \frac{2\pi D}{ln(b/s)} \) [23, 36], where \( b \) is half the mean distance between receptors molecules, and \( s \) is the minimal reaction distance, equal to \( l \) in our model. The regime of the reaction can be determined by comparing the transport rate \( k_t \) to the forward reaction rate \( k_{+h} \) : in order to be in the reaction limited regime, one has the condition \( r_0 k_{+h}/k_t \geq 1 \). For our lattice spacing \( l \) and time step \( \Delta t \), this gives the condition \( k_{+h} \geq 10^7 \text{M}^{-1}\text{s}^{-1} \) for the forward reaction rate. Therefore we set the activation reaction probability \( p_{+c} = 0.1 \) (per \( \Delta t \)) for a G molecule located on the same lattice node as a C molecule, which gives \( k_{+h} = 6.10^7\text{M}^{-1}\text{s}^{-1} \). We reproduced different G activation affinities \( \kappa = k_{+h}/k_{+h} \) by fixing \( k_{+h} \) and varying \( k_{+h} \) between \( 10^7\text{s}^{-1} \) and \( 10^6\text{s}^{-1} \), which translates into probabilities of deactivation per time step \( p_{-c} \) between \( 10^{-3} \) and \( 10^{-5} \).

All receptors were initialized as deactivated. Clustering is achieved by assigning fixed position for the receptors on the grid. First a number \( n \) of receptors per cluster is defined, and the number of clusters is derived. Then the center of all clusters are positioned randomly, forbidding overlap. When the center of the cluster is positioned, all receptors of this cluster are set in a hexagonal arrangement, spiralling around the center, which imposes an approximately disc-like shape although the lattice is square. Each cluster is randomly rotated on itself so no privileged orientation exists for non-symmetrical clusters. Note that when the cluster size is \( 1 \) – no clusters – receptors are positioned randomly on the membrane. On the other hand, a cluster size of 500 is one disc whose center is set randomly. Finally, initial positions for G molecules are set randomly, each G in a initially deactivated state. Simulations were performed for a minimum of 0.1 second of real time. For dose-response curves, we checked that steady-state was reached by verifying the detailed
balance equilibrium of the number of molecules in each state. 16 runs were performed with different pseudo-random number generator seeds for each parameter set.

FIG. 1. A. Dose-response curves obtained in simulation for $n=1$ (no cluster, open squares), $n=5$ (clusters of 5 receptors, open triangles) and $n=10$ (open circles), all simulation parameters remaining equal ($p_+ + p_c = 0.1$, $p_+ - p_c = 10^{-4}$). Increasing levels of receptor stimulation are achieved by tuning the value of $\kappa = p_+/(p_+ - p_c)$, with fixed $p_+ = 1.0$ and $p_c = 0.1$. Data points were obtain by averaging $h$ at equilibrium for the last 100 time steps of 10 simulation runs. Theoretical curves (dashed lines) were obtained using Eq. 4 and $\kappa = \kappa_{h_{\text{max}}}$ estimated from the saturation plateau (Eq. 6). B. Values of $\kappa$ computed from the saturation plateau ($\kappa_{h_{\text{max}}}$) or from the half maximal efficient dose ($\kappa_{\rho_{50}}$) as in Eq. 8. For each curve, values were normalized on the estimate obtained for $n = 1$.

FIG. 2. Effective forward reaction rate $k_{+h}$ estimated at equilibrium for different stimulation levels $\rho$, and for different cluster sizes $n$. $k_{+h}$ was obtained by measuring the number of G molecule activation events per time step, normalized by $h$, $c$, and expressed in $M^{-1}s^{-1}$ according to lattice spacing $l$ and $\Delta t$. The irregularly dashed-line correspond to the reaction-limited theoretical rate $k_{+h}$, expressed in $M^{-1}s^{-1}$ according to simulation parameters $p_+ + p_c$, $l$ and $\Delta t$.

A. Clustering decreases the activation of G.

For several values of $\rho$ ranging from 0.01 to 20 and for two cluster size ($n = 1$, $n = 5$ and $n = 10$ – see Fig. 1 A) the equilibrium fraction of activated G – $h^*$ – was retrieved. At equal receptor stimulation, clustering induces a dramatic decrease in G activation at equilibrium, for all values of $\rho$. Even when fully and constantly activated, receptors distributed in clusters of 5 and 10 activated less G than when randomly spread and separated.

This decreasing response effect is more pronounced the higher the clustering. As a way of quantifying this effect, we estimated the apparent affinity of the reaction $C + G \rightarrow C + H$ by calculating the parameter $\kappa$ using the two different methods described in Models. We first obtain the information of the saturation plateau $h_{\text{max}}$ by taking the equilibrium values for very high $\rho$, averaging the value of $h$ for the last 100 time steps of 10 simulation runs at equilibrium. We retrieved the half maximal efficient ligand stimulation $\rho_{50}$ by non-linear fitting of the equation $h = h_{\text{max}}\rho/(\rho_{50} + \rho)$ on doses-responses curves that were obtained for 10 simulations runs. Using Eq.6 we derive $\kappa_{h_{\text{max}}}$ and using Eq.8 we get $\kappa_{\rho_{50}}$ as in to Fig. 1 B.

Surprisingly, although both estimation methods were derived from Eq. 4, they exhibit an opposite behavior with increased clustering : whereas $\kappa_{h_{\text{max}}}$ increases up
to 2 orders of magnitude, $\kappa_{50}$ decreases down to 2 orders of magnitude. This phenomenon can be seen on doses-responses curves; they have a lower saturation plateau, but it is reached sooner in terms of ligand stimulation. Theoretical doses-responses curves using Eq. 4 and $\kappa = \kappa_{\text{max}}$ are compared to simulated doses-responses in Fig. 1 A to illustrate this phenomenon. The deterring effect of clustering is somewhat mitigated by an apparent increase in sensitivity (less ligand stimulation is required) compared to its respective maximal response (which is lower than for the homogeneous case anyway). In other words the overall response is blunted whereas its sensitivity is increased. In order to confirm this effect, we measured the effective forward reaction rate $k_{\text{eff}} + h$ for $G$ activation, by tracking the number of reaction events per time step. Fig. 2 shows $k_{\text{eff}} + h$ versus different levels of stimulation $\rho$, for different cluster sizes. When clustering is introduced, the effective forward reaction rates does not change compared to homogeneous distributions for low stimulation levels. But when a stronger stimulation is applied to the system, the effective rate dramatically decreases. In the homogeneous case, the effective rate stays relatively constant with respect to stimulation. This shows that the response is more affected by clustering at high levels of stimulation, where $k_{\text{eff}} + h$ is strongly decreased, than at low stimulation levels, whereas in the equations predicting the dose-response curve $k_{\text{eff}} + h$ is expected to be constant.

This impact of receptor clustering can be further assessed by inspecting waiting times between activation events of the same $G$ molecule. In previous works with ligand-receptor binding, it was shown that the rebinding time decreased with clustering while the time before first binding increased [20–22]. Due to the nature of the problem – most ligand bound then got back to the medium – the time before first binding was a dominating feature. As such, both effects countered themselves but the depleting effect of clustering on the time before first binding was eventually stronger. In this case, the distribution of the times between two activation events are displayed on Fig. 3 A for various cluster sizes. Clustering induces a redistribution of the times between consecutive activation events of the same $G$ molecule. In the highly clustered case, most reactivation events occur on a very short time scale. The waiting times whose distribution is plotted on Fig. 3 A include the time spent waiting for deactivation. We detangle this combined waiting time by measuring the time between deactivation and reactivation of the same $G$ molecule. Fig. 3 B shows the empirical distributions of such times for different cluster sizes. These events were also redistributed towards short times at the expense of long times, showing that randomization of molecule position by diffusing while remaining activated does not overcome the attenuating effect of clustering. We did not observe a modification of the mean waiting time in either case, for any cluster size, only a redistribution. At times near the average time before deactivation and larger, less reactivation events occurred. This explains the impairment of the response provoked by clustering: in this model, an activated particle can cover a lot of membrane area before deactivation. Essentially, it means that after being activated, the position where a molecule can be reactivated is anywhere on the membrane, and decorrelated from the starting position. This strongly favors the non-clustered case in terms of signal amplitude, but the clustering case in terms of response sharpness.
FIG. 4. A. Fraction of activated G at equilibrium $h^*$ for $\rho = 1$ (squares) and $\rho = 0.25$ (triangles) versus various cluster sizes and for different diffusion coefficients $D$ – transactivation is disabled (open symbols) or enabled (closed symbols). Optimal cluster sizes were marked with *. Parameters: $p_{\phi} = p_{+c} = 0.01$ and $p_{+b} = 10^{-4}$, $D = 1.0$ (solid lines) and $D = 0.1$ (dashed lines). B. Dose-responses curves from simulation for $n = 1$ (squares), 5 (triangles) and 10 (circles). Ligand stimulation was reproduced G activation probabilities were $p_{+b} = 0.1$ and $p_{+b} = 10^{-4}$, diffusion coefficient $D = 1.0$. Open symbols are for simulations without transactivation whereas closed symbols are when transactivation is enabled with $p_{\phi} = p_{+c} = 0.01$.

B. Impact of transactivation as a compensatory mechanism

The activation of an individual receptor was until there decorrelated in time and space from the activation of other receptors. We explored the effect of transactivation [37–40] as an example of receptor-receptor interaction that introduces a spatio-temporal correlation in receptor activation. Within this mechanism, an activated receptor intracellular domain has the ability to activate another receptor intracellular domain located in its vicinity. It can be introduced naturally in the computational model by setting a probability $p_\phi$ to activate a receptor located less than 2 lattice nodes away from an activated receptor. With the hexagonal tiling used for clusters, this amounts to only the 6 closer receptors for the first step propagation.

In simulations, as expected, increasing cluster size leads to an increasing activation of R, since larger clusters make transactivation more efficient. Transactivation can propagate itself to a larger number of receptors. In the homogeneous case, the number of activated receptors remained globally unchanged. Fig. 4 A shows the impact of transactivation on G activation as a function of the cluster size, for two distinct ligand stimulation levels $\rho$. Compared to the unclustered case, the addition of transactivation slightly compensates the deterring effect of clustering for small to intermediate cluster sizes. Thus, for a given stimulation, there is an optimal cluster size that maximizes G activation. However, since the maximal receptor activation (at maximum stimulation) remains unchanged via transactivation, for high ligand stimulation clustering still strongly impairs the overall G activation (see Fig. 4 B). However, the sensitivity (the
stimulation needed to elicit half of the relative maximal response) is increased via transactivation, reshaping doses-responses curves towards a more “on/off” profile. One may notice that as more receptors are activated at the same value of $\rho$ when transactivation is enabled, the dose-response relationship should be estimated at equal receptor activation, so we also measured dose-response curves as the fraction of activated $G$ molecules $h^*$ versus the fraction of activated receptors $c^*$, with and without transactivation. Fig. 5 shows that at equal receptor activation, transactivation does not increase the response. This means that the compensatory effect of transactivation is only due to a greater number of activated receptors at equal stimulation, and is not due to receptor clustering. Our results indicated the clustering induces the redistribution of reactivations events towards short times at the expense of long times. The introduction of transactivation showed that having clusters of receptors activated together in a correlated manner does not increase the response, only the number of activated receptors matters. Fig. 5 also shows that diffusion does not qualitatively change the effect of clustering, with or without transactivation. The system became diffusion-limited, and the effect of clustering scales with the loss of response due to the diffusion limit.

IV. DISCUSSION

We developed a simple individual-based spatially-resolved computational model in which heterogeneous receptor distributions could be reproduced. The simulation of a canonical signalling pathway showed how the heterogeneous distributions of signalling proteins observed in cells can have an effect on the dynamics of transduction. A divergence with classical ODE models was observed without invoking complex protein-protein interaction mechanisms, but simply by changing the spatial distribution of receptors.

The activation of a membrane intracellular signalling protein by receptors in clusters is dramatically decreased whereas the number of available activated receptors is the same. Although the maximal amplitude of the signal was reduced, clustering decreased the half maximal efficient ligand stimulation, producing steeper doses-responses curves. This differential effect on the response appeared in the effective forward reaction rate, which becomes stimulation-dependent when clustering is induced. Since spatial clustering is available in our individual-base model framework, spatial inter-receptor interactions such as transactivation can be naturally introduced. Such correlating compensatory mechanism in receptor activation did not recover the maximal response, but accentuated the steepness of doses-responses curves. The deterring effect of clustering was partially explained by a redistribution of the waiting times between consecutive activations of the same molecule, which favored short-time reactivation at the expense of mean-time reactivation.

To investigate the effect of clustering in the least favorable conditions, this work was done in the context of the reaction-limited regime. However membrane-bound intracellular proteins also exhibit a slow diffusion regime [35]. Our previous results suggest that slower diffusion regimes would reinforce the effect of clustering [20]. The model assumes that receptor diffusion is extremely slow compared to membrane-bound intracellular protein diffusion [41], so receptors are immobile throughout simulation. Allowing receptor mobility would require the use of a dynamical clustering mechanism, possibly ligand-dependent or diffusion-dependent [42–44]. The observed transduction dynamics suggests that clustering could be a simple, effective way of modulating the response of a signalling pathway, as observed in [45]. By adapting the distribution of receptors, the dynamic range and the sensitivity can be adjusted. Our results also support the possibility that clustering is a pathway-tuning mechanism per se without invoking complex protein-protein interactions such as oligomerization, crosstalk or trafficking. The qualitative and quantitative divergences between the classical ODE system and the simulated doses-responses curves also indicates that accurate estimations of reaction rates in vivo could not be achieved without taking into account the heterogeneous spatial distributions of reactants, especially for signalling systems.
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